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Cooperation and Punishment in Public Goods

Experiments

Abstract

Vhis paper provides evidence that free riders are heavily punished even if punishment is costly and
does not provide any material benefits for the punisherI Vhe more free riders neLatively deviate
from the Lroup standard the more they are punishedI Ys a consequence, the eNistence of an
opportunity for costly punishment causes a larLe increase in cooperation levels because potential
free riders face a credible threatI Oe shoH, in particular, that in the presence of a costly punishment
opportunity almost complete cooperation can be achieved and maintained althouLh, under the
standard assumptions of rationality and selfishness, there should be no cooperation at allI

Oe also shoH that free ridinL causes stronL neLative emotions amonL cooperatorsI Vhe
intensity of these emotions is the stronLer the more the free riders deviate from the Lroup standardI
eur results provide, therefore, support for the hypothesis that emotions are Luarantors of credible
threatsI
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I. Introduction

XurinL the oil crisis in 1T7T the Carter administration implemented a system of fuel allocation and
price controls that led to lonL queues at Las stationsI Sometimes drivers tried to avoid the costs of
HaitinL by buttinL into lineI Ys a result of these attempts many motorists Here involved in
”fistfiLhts and shoutinL matches Hith one anotherI ene motorist Has shot and Pilled for buttinL into
line” ('ranP, 1TT4, pI ]1)I Vhis eNample neatly communicates a main messaLe of this paperI 9n
situations Hith free ridinL incentives people frequently do not passively accept the free ridinL of
othersI 9nstead, Hhen they have the opportunity to punish free riders, they do so even if this is costly
for them and even if they cannot eNpect future benefits from their punishment activitiesI1 Vhe
beauty of the above queuinL eNample is that queuinL is liPely to be a one-shot phenomenonI Y
motorist Hho PnocPs doHn or even shoots a driver Hho is buttinL into line is not driven by the
eNpectation of future reHardsI 9t seems much more liPely that the source of the punishment is the
anLer that is caused by the noncooperative behavior of the other driverI ENamples liPe this led
Birshleifer (1TD7) and 'ranP (1TDD) to the hypothesis that emotions are Luarantors of credible
threatsI

Y main purpose of this paper is to shoH eNperimentally that the above episode is not _ust a
sinLle event but that free ridinL Lenerally causes very stronL neLative emotions amonL cooperators
and that there is a Hidespread HillinLness to punish the free ridersI eur results indicate that this
holds true even if punishment is costly and does not provide any material benefits for the punisherI
9n addition, He provide evidence that free riders are punished the more heavily the more they
deviate from the cooperation levels of the cooperatorsI Qotential free riders, therefore, can avoid or
at least reduce punishment by increasinL their cooperation levelsI Vhis, in turn, suLLests that in the
presence of punishment opportunities there Hill be less free ridinLI VestinL this con_ecture is the
other ma_or aim of our paperI

'or this purpose He conducted a public Lood eNperiment Hith and Hithout punishment
opportunitiesI 9n the treatment Hithout punishment opportunities complete free ridinL is a dominant
strateLyI 9n the treatment Hith punishment opportunities punishinL is costly for the punisherI
Vherefore, purely selfish sub_ects Hill never punish in a one-shot conteNtI Vhis means that if there
are only selfish sub_ects, as is commonly assumed in economics, the treatment Hith punishment
opportunities should Lenerate the same contribution behavior as the treatment Hithout such

                                                
1 Rote that the maintenance of a Hell-ordered queue constitutes a public Lood because all people benefit from the queue
and everybody has an incentive to outpace the othersI 9n the absence of punishments a person is alHays better off  Hhen
reducinL HaitinL time Liven that others are HaitinL in the queueI 9f the queue dissolves and everybody is tryinL to Let
served first, the best action for everybody is to also tryinL to Let served firstI 9f others try to Let served early Hhile 9 do
not, 9 Hill have a HaitinL time that is far above the averaLe HaitinL timeI BoHever, if everybody tries to Let served first
the result Hill be chaos and nobody Hill, on averaLe, Let served earlierI 9n addition, the unpleasant eNperience of HaitinL
under chaotic circumstances maPes everybody Horse off relative to HaitinL in a Hell-ordered queueI
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opportunitiesI Vhe reason is, of course, that the presence of punishment opportunities is irrelevant
for the contribution behavior if there is no punishmentI 9n sharp contrast to this prediction He
observe vastly different contributions in the tHo conditionsI 9n the no-punishment condition
contributions converLe to very loH levels, iIeI, betHeen b] and 7b percent of the sub_ects free ride
completely in the final period Hhile the remaininL sub_ects contribute only littleI 9n the punishment
condition, hoHever, averaLe contribution rates betHeen b0 and Tb percent of the endoHment can be
maintainedI 9f sub_ects in the punishment condition have the opportunity to implicitly coordinate on
a common Lroup standard their contributions converLe to almost full cooperation: 9n the final
period of this treatment D2Ib percent of the sub_ects contribute the whole endoHment althouLh the
standard economic model predicts no cooperation at allI 2

9n our vieH the introductory eNample and the stronL reLularities observed in our eNperiments
suLLest that emotion-based punishment of free ridinL is of Leneral importanceI 9t is liPely to play a
role in many social interactions liPe, eILI, industrial disputes, in team production settinLs or, quite
Lenerally, in the maintenance of social normsI 9f, for eNample, striPinL HorPers ostraciJe striPe
breaPers ('rancis 1TDb) or if, under a piece rate system, the violators of productions quotas are
punished by those Hho sticP to the norm (RoethlisberLer and XicPson 1T47, Ohyte 1Tbb), it seems
liPely that similar forces are at HorP as in our eNperimentsI] Rote that in our eNperiments the
description of the public Lood and the option to punish is framed in completely neutral termsI4 9n
reality, hoHever, free ridinL is frequently described in rather value laden termsI StriPe breaPers, eILI,
are called lscabsm and durinL Oorld Oar 9 =ritish men Hho did not volunteer for the army Here
called lHimpsmI Vhe very eNistence and frequent use of such value laden terms suLLests that
emotions are involved and can be elicited by these termsI 9n vieH of the fact that free ridinL is
described by such eNpressions emotion-based punishment may even be more important in reality
than in our eNperimentsI

Vo our PnoHledLe there is no other HorP that shoHs the Hidespread eNistence of a HillinLness
to punish free ridinL Hhen it is costly and does not provide private material benefits for the
punisherI Ror do He PnoH of evidence that relates this HillinLness to punish to the underlyinL
neLative emotionsI eur HorP is most aPin to the seminal paper by estrom, OalPer and 0ardner
(1TT2)I Vhese authors also alloHed for costly punishmentI Vheir eNperiments Here mainly desiLned

                                                
2 Oe define the standard model as characteriJed by the folloHinL assumptions: (i) Yll individuals only aim at
maNimiJinL their oHn material payoffI (ii) Yll individuals are sequentially rational, iIeI, capable of performinL the
relevant bacPHards inductionI
] 'rancism (1TDb, pI 2ET) description of social ostracism in the communities of the =ritish miners provides a particularly
vivid eNampleI XurinL the 1TD4 striPe of the miners, Hhich lasted for several months, he observed the folloHinL: ”Vo
isolate those Hho supported the lscab unionm, cinemas and shops Here boycotted, there Here eNpulsions from football
teams, bands and choirs and lscabsm Here compelled to sinL on their oHn in their chapel servicesI lScabsm Hitnessed their
oHn ldeathm in communities Hhich no lonLer accepted them”I
4 Vhe public Lood is called lpro_ectm and punishinL occurs by lassiLninL pointsm (see the instructions in the appendiN)I
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for the purpose of understandinL the impact of punishment opportunities in a repeated common
pool resource Lame and the interaction of the punishment opportunity Hith eN ante face to face
communicationI 9n their eNperiments the Lroup composition remained constant over time, iIeI, in
each period the same sub_ects interacted Hith each otherI Woreover, the number of periods Has
unPnoHn to the sub_ectsI 9n addition, sub_ects could develop an individual reputation based on their
history of cooperation decisionsI Vhe results shoH that sub_ects indeed based their punishment
decisions on the reputation of the other sub_ectsI Since the same Lroup of sub_ects interacts for an ex
ante unknown number of periods and since individual reputation formation Has possible in these
eNperiments there Here material incentives for cooperation and for punishmentI Vo rule out such
material incentives He eliminated all possibilities for individual reputation formation and
implemented treatment conditions Hith an eN ante PnoHn finite horiJonI 9n addition, He also had
treatments in Hhich the Lroup composition chanLed randomly from period to period so that the
probability of meetinL the same sub_ect in future periods Has very loHI 9n one of our treatments He
even ensured that the probability of meetinL the same sub_ects in the future is JeroI

eur HorP is also related to the interestinL study of Birshleifer and Rasmusen (1TDT) Hho
shoH that, if there are opportunities for ostraciJinL non-cooperators, rational eLoists can maintain
cooperation for V-1 periods in a V-period Qrisonerms XilemmaI 9n this model ostraciJinL non-
cooperators is part of a subLame perfect equilibrium and, hence, rational for selfish Lroup membersI
Vhis feature distinLuishes the above model from our eNperimental set-upI 9n our eNperiments
cooperation or punishment can never be part of a subLame perfect equilibrium if rationality and
selfishness are common PnoHledLeI Oe deliberately desiLned our eNperiments in this Hay to
eNamine Hhether people punish free-riders even if it is aLainst their material self-interestI

Vhe remainder of this paper is orLaniJed as folloHs: 9n Section 99 He present our eNperimental
desiLn in more detailI 9n Section 999 He shortly present the predictions of the standard economic
model and contrast them Hith the implications of our alternative behavioral assumptionsI 9n Section
9g the ma_or behavioral reLularities of our eNperiments are presentedI Section g interprets these
reLularities in the liLht of our behavioral assumptions and provides evidence on the pattern of
emotional responses to free ridinLI 'inally, Section g9 summariJes the paper and provides
concludinL remarPsI

II. The Experimental Design

Since He hypothesiJe that there is a HillinLness to punish free ridinL He have to set up a public
Lood eNperiment Hith punishment opportunitiesI Woreover, since He further hypothesiJe that the
HillinLness to punish is not merely a strateLic investment into the deterrence of free ridinL in the
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future He have to implement a desiLn Hhich rules out future benefits from present punishment
activitiesI 9f He observe in this environment that free riders are punished He have evidence in favor
of the above hypothesisI

A. Basic Design

eur overall desiLn consists of a public Lood eNperiment Hith four treatment conditions (see
Vable 1)I Vhere is a lStranLerm-treatment Hith and Hithout punishment opportunities and a
lQartnerm-treatment Hith and Hithout punishment opportunitiesI 9n the Qartner-treatments the same
Lroup of n = 4 sub_ects plays a finitely repeated public Lood Lame for ten periods, that is, the Lroup
composition does not chanLe across periodsI 'or each Qartner-session He planned siN Lroups of siJe
n = 4Ib 9n contrast, in the StranLer-conditions the total number of participants in an eNperimental
session, N = 24, is randomly partitioned into smaller Lroups of siJe n = 4 in each of the ten periodsI
Vhus, the Lroup composition in the lStranLerm-treatments is randomly chanLed from period to
periodI Vhe treatments Hithout punishment opportunities serve as a control for the treatment Hith
punishment opportunitiesI 9n a Liven session of the StranLer-treatment the same N sub_ects play ten
periods in the punishment and ten periods in the no-punishment conditionI Similarly, in a session of
the Qartner-treatment all Lroups of siJe n play the punishment and the no-punishment conditionI
Vhis has the advantaLe that, in addition to across-sub_ect comparisons, He can maPe Hithin-sub_ect
comparisons of cooperation levels Hhich have much more statistical poHerI 9n Sessions 1 n ] He
implemented StranLer-conditions Hhile in Sessions 4 and b He implemented Qartner-conditionsI 9n
Sessions 1 and 2 sub_ects play first ten periods in the punishment condition and then ten periods in
the no-punishment conditionI Vo test for spillover effects across conditions the no-punishment
condition is conducted first in Session ]I 9n Session 4, Hhich implemented Qartner-conditions, He
start Hith the punishment condition Hhile Session b beLins Hith the no-punishment conditionI

Rote that in the Qartner-treatment the probability of beinL rematched Hith the same three
people in the neNt period is 100 percent Hhile in the StranLer-treatment it is less than 0I0b percentI
Woreover, even if a sub_ect is rematched in the neNt period Hith one of the previous Lroup
members, our anonymity conditions ensure that the sub_ect does not PnoH thisI Vhus, due to the
very loH probability of beinL rematched Hith the same sub_ects in future periods and due to our
anonymity conditions the StranLer-treatment comes close to pure one-shot interactionsIE BoHever,
since the probability of meetinL the same people in the future is not eNactly Jero one miLht arLue

                                                
b 3nfortunately, in one Qartner-session only 1E sub_ects shoHed up so that He had only 4 Lroups of siJe n = 4I
E =y the term one-shot He do not mean that sub_ects play the public Lood Lame only onceI Oe mean, instead, that
sub_ects do not have future interactions Hith the same Lroup membersI Vherefore, repetitions of the Lame preserve the
one-shot character as lonL as the probability of future interactions Hith the same sub_ects is neLliLible or Jero,
respectivelyI
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that the StranLer-treatment is not truly one-shotI Vo eNamine the relevance of this ob_ection He have
conducted robustness tests by implementinL a so-called Perfect StranLer-treatmentI 9n this treatment
He ensure that each sub_ect meets any of the other N-1 sub_ects eNactly once, iIeI, the probability of
future interactions Hith the same sub_ect is JeroI Vhe results of this robustness test are presented in
section 9gIEI

Table 1 - Vreatment Conditions

Stranger-treatment
Random group composition

in each period
(Session 1, 2, 3)

Partner-treatment
Group composition constant

across periods
(Session 4 and 5)

Without Punishment
(ten periods)

1D Lroups of siJe n 10 Lroups of siJe n

With punishment
(ten periods)

1D Lroups of siJe n 10 Lroups of siJe n

B. Payoffs

9n the folloHinL He first describe the payoffs in the treatments Hithout punishmentI 9n each period
each of the n sub_ects in a Lroup receives an endoHment of y toPensI Y sub_ect can either Peep these
toPens for himself or invest gi toPens (0 ≤ gi ≤ y) into a pro_ectI Vhe decisions about gi are made
simultaneouslyI Vhe monetary payoff for each sub_ect i in the Lroup is Liven by

  π
i

1 = y − g
i
+ a gj

j=1

n

, 0 < a < 1 < na (1)

in each periodI Vhe total payoff from the no-punishment condition is the sum of the period-payoffs,
as Liven in (1), over all ten periodsI Rote that (1) implies that full free-ridinL (gi = 0) is a dominant
strateLy in the staLe LameI Vhis folloHs from ii g∂∂ M1π = -1 + a < 0. BoHever, the aLLreLate payoff

π i
1

i=1

n
 is maNimiJed if each Lroup member fully cooperates (gi = y) because

∂
  

i
1π

i = 1

n
 M ∂gi = - 1 + na > 0I

Vhe ma_or difference betHeen the no-punishment and the punishment conditions is the
addition of a second decision staLe after the simultaneous contribution decision in each periodI Yt
the second staLe sub_ects are Liven the opportunity to simultaneously punish each other after they
are informed about the individual contributions of the other Lroup membersI 0roup member j can
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punish Lroup member i by assiLninL so-called punishment points  j
ip  to iI7 'or each punishment

point assiLned to i the first staLe payoff of i,  i
1
π , is reduced by ten percentI BoHever, the first staLe

payoff of sub_ect i can never be reduced beloH JeroI Vherefore, the number of payoff-effective
punishment points imposed on sub_ect i, Pi, is Liven by Pi o min(

 
j

ip
j≠ i

, 10)I Vhe cost of punishment

for sub_ect i from punishing other subjects is Liven by 
 

i
jc( p )

j≠ i
 Hhere c(  i

jp ) is strictly increasinL in

  i
jp I Vhe pecuniary payoff of sub_ect i, πi, from both staLes of the punishment treatment can,

therefore, be Hritten as

πi  o   i
1
π [1 - (1M10)Pi] - 

 
i
jc( p )

j≠ i
(2)

Vhe total payoff from the punishment condition is the sum of the period-payoffs, as Liven in (2),
over all ten periodsI

C. Parameters and Information Conditions

Vhe eNperiment is conducted in a computeriJed laboratory Hhere sub_ects anonymously interact
Hith each otherI Ro sub_ect is ever informed about the identity of the other Lroup membersI 9n all
treatment conditions the endoHment is Liven by y = 20, Lroups are of siJe n =4, the marLinal payoff
of the public Lood is fiNed at a = 0.4 and the number of participants in a session is N = 24.D Vable 2
shoHs the feasible punishment levels and the associated cost for the punisherI 9n each period sub_ect
i can assiLn up to ten punishment points  i

jp  to each Lroup member j, j = 1, ..., 4, j≠ i.

Table 2 - Qunishment levels and associated costs for the punishinL sub_ect

punishment points   i
jp 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

costs of punishment c(  i
jp ) 0 1 2 4 E T 12 1E 20 2b ]0

9n all treatment conditions sub_ects are publicly informed that the condition lasts exactly for ten
periodsI Ohen sub_ects play the first treatment condition in a session they do not PnoH that a
session consists of tHo conditionsI Yfter period ten of the first treatment condition in a session they

                                                
7 9n the instructions He did of course use a neutral lanLuaLe to describe the punishment optionI 9n the lanLuaLe of the
instructions, sub_ects could assiLn lpointsm to the other Lroup membersI
D Yn eNception is Session 4 Hhere only N = 16 sub_ects shoHed upI
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are informed that there Hill be a ”neH eNperiment” and that this eNperiment Hill aLain last eNactly
for ten periodsI Vhey are also informed that the eNperiment Hill then be definitely finishedIT

9n the no-punishment conditions the payoff function (1) and the parameter values of y, n, N
and a are common PnoHledLeI Yt the end of each period sub_ects in each Lroup are informed about
the total contribution Σgj to the pro_ect in their LroupI

9n the punishment conditions the payoff function (2) and Vable 2 are, in addition to y, n, N and
a, common PnoHledLeI 'urthermore, after the contribution staLe sub_ects are also informed about
the Hhole vector of individual contributions in their LroupI10 Vo prevent the possibility of individual
reputation formation across periods in the Qartner-treatment each sub_ectsm oHn contribution is
alHays listed in the first column of his computer screen and the remaininL three sub_ectsm
contributions are randomly listed in the second, third or fourth column, respectivelyI11 Vhus, sub_ect
i does not have the information to construct a linP betHeen individual contributions of sub_ect j
across periodsI Vherefore, sub_ect j cannot develop a reputation for a particular individual
contribution behaviorI Vhis desiLn feature also rules out that i punishes j in period t for contribution
decisions taPen in period t’ < tI Sub_ects are never informed about the individual punishment
activities of the other Lroup membersI Vhey only PnoH their oHn punishment activities and the
aLLreLate punishments imposed on them by the other Lroup membersI

III. Predictions

Vo have an unambiLuous reference prediction it is useful to shortly state the implications of the
standard approach to the public Lood Lames of Vable 1I 9f all sub_ects are rational money
maNimiJers, and if this is common PnoHledLe, the subLame perfect equilibrium prediction Hith

                                                
T Vhis procedure has the advantaLe that the first treatment condition in a session is definitely unaffected by the
subsequent treatmentI Vhus, the comparison of punishment and no-punishment conditions that are played first is
unaffected by any spillover effectsI 9n addition, by comparinL the behavior in a condition that is played first in a session
Hith the behavior in the same condition Hhen it is played second in a session He can eNplicitly study spillover effectsI
10 Rote that the information feedbacP after the contribution decisions is sliLhtly different in the no-punishment and
punishment condition because in the former sub_ects are only informed about the total contribution of the Lroup and
their oHn contributionI Vhere is evidence that additional information about the Hhole contribution vector in the no-
punishment condition sliLhtly decreases cooperation levels (Croson 1TTb, Yndreoni 1TTb) or leaves them unaffected
(Oeimann 1TT4)I 9n addition, He also ran tHo independent sessions in the no-punishment condition (not reported in this
paper) in Hhich sub_ects Here informed about the Hhole contribution vectorI Contributions are the same compared to
our main sessions Hhere sub_ects Here only informed about the averaLe contribution in the LroupI VaPen toLether, these
facts suLLest that a comparison betHeen the punishment and no-punishment condition sliLhtly underestimates, if
anythinL, the impact of punishment opportunitiesI
11 9n the StranLer-treatments individual reputation formation is ruled out by the random determination of the Lroup
composition in each period and the fact that sub_ects do not PnoH Hith Hhom they are matchedI 9n the Qartner-treatment
Hithout punishment, reputation formation is ruled out by not informinL sub_ects about individual contributions of the
other playersI
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reLard to gi for each of the four cells in Vable 1 is identical: 9n all four treatment conditions all
sub_ects Hill contribute nothinL to the public Lood in all periodsI Vhis is most transparent in the
StranLer-treatment Hithout punishmentI Vhis condition consists _ust of a sequence of ten (almost
pure) one-shot LamesI 9n each one-shot Lame playersm dominant strateLy is to free ride fullyI
YpplyinL the familiar bacPHard induction arLument to the Qartner-treatment Hithout punishment
Lives us the same predictionI

9n the StranLer-treatment Hith punishment the situation is sliLhtly more complicated because
each one-shot Lame noH consists of tHo staLesI 9t is clear that a rational money maNimiJer Hill
never punish at the second staLe because this is costly for himI Since rational players Hill recoLniJe
that nobody Hill punish at the second staLe the eNistence of the punishment staLe does not chanLe
the behavioral incentives at the first staLe relative to the StranLer-treatment Hithout punishmentI Ys
a consequence, everybody Hill choose gi = 0 at staLe oneI 'or the same reasons as in the StranLer-
treatment rational sub_ects in the Qartner-treatment Hith punishment Hill choose gi = 0 and  i

jp  = 0

for all j in the final periodI =y applyinL the familiar bacPHard induction arLument He arrive, thus, at
the prediction that gi = 0 and   i

jp  = 0 for all j Hill be chosen by all sub_ects in all periods of the

Qartner-treatment Hith punishmentI

Vhere is already a lot of evidence for public Lood Lames liPe our no-punishment conditionI
'or these Lames it is Hell PnoHn that cooperation stronLly deteriorates over time and reaches rather
loH levels in the final period (XaHes and Vhaler 1TDD, Ledyard 1TTb)I 9n a recent meta-study 'ehr
and Schmidt (forthcominL) surveyed 12 different public Lood eNperiments Hithout punishment
Hhere full free ridinL is a dominant strateLy in the staLe LameI XurinL the first periods of these
eNperiments averaLe and median contribution levels varied betHeen 40 and E0 percent of the
endoHmentI BoHever, in the final period 7] percent of all individuals (N = 1042) chose gi = 0 and
many of the remaininL players chose gi close to JeroI 9n vieH of these facts there can be little doubt
that in the no-punishment condition sub_ects are not able to achieve stable cooperationI Vherefore,
the main ob_ective of our eNperiment is to see Hhether sub_ects are capable of achievinL and
maintaininL cooperation in the punishment conditionI

9n our vieH, the fact that at the beLinninL of the no-punishment condition one reLularly
observes relatively hiLh cooperation rates, suLLests that not all people are driven by pure self-
interestI Oe con_ecture that, in addition to purely selfish sub_ects, there is a nonneLliLible number of
sub_ects Hho are (i) conditionally cooperative and (ii) HillinL to enLaLe in the costly punishment of
free ridersI Vhis con_ecture is based on evidence from many other eNperimental LamesI =ilateral
trust- or Lift eNchanLe Lames (=erL, XicPhaut and WcCabe 1TTbK 'ehr and 'alP 1TTT) indicate that
many sub_ects are conditionally cooperative, iIeI, they are HillinL to cooperate to some eNtent if
others cooperate, tooI Recently, Croson (1TTD) and 'ischbacher, 01chter and 'ehr (1TTD) have
shoHn that many sub_ects also behave conditionally cooperative in n-person public Lood LamesI
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=ilateral ultimatum and contract enforcement Lames (Camerer and Vhaler 1TTb, 0>th and VietJ
1TT0, Roth 1TTb, 'ehr, 01chter and iirchsteiLer 1TT7) indicate that many sub_ects are HillinL to
punish behavior that is perceived as unfairI 9n our public Loods conteNt fairness issues are liPely to
play a prominent role, tooI Oe believe, in particular, that sub_ects stronLly disliPe beinL the psucPerp,
iIeI, beinL those Hho cooperate Hhile other Lroup members free rideI Vhis aversion aLainst beinL the
psucPerp miLht Hell triLLer a HillinLness to punish free ridersI

9n vieH of the evidence mentioned above it is reasonable to assume that there is a miN of
selfish, conditionally cooperative and punishinL sub_ects in our eNperimentsI Vhe main question
then is, under Hhich conditions the interaction betHeen these types Lenerates stable cooperationI
Ohat He apparently PnoH already is that in the no-punishment condition stable cooperation is in
Leneral not possibleI Vhe reason for implementinL a punishment condition is that it miLht enable
punishinL types to establish and maintain cooperationI Rote that in the no-punishment condition
punishinL types have no direct means to discipline the selfish typesI Yll they can do, in response to
the anticipated defection of selfish types, is to defect alsoI fet, in the punishment condition they can
discipline the selfish types directly by punishinL free ridinLI Woreover, if potential free riders are
deterred by the punishment threat, the conditional cooperators also have a reason to cooperateI
Vhus, it could be that in the no-punishment condition the selfish types induce the other types to
defect also, Hhile in the punishment condition the disciplininL of the selfish types by the punishinL
types induces all sub_ects to cooperateI Recently, 'ehr and Schmidt (forthcominL) provided a more
riLorous theoretical basis for this con_ectureI 9n their model conditionally cooperative and punishinL
behavior is driven by peoplems fairness motivesI Vhey shoH that in Lames liPe our no-punishment
condition a ma_ority of fair-minded sub_ects cannot obtain cooperation in equilibrium if there is a
minority of selfish sub_ectsI Vhey also shoH that even a minority of fair-minded (iIeI, punishinL)
sub_ects can enforce an equilibrium Hith full cooperation in the punishment conditionI12

=oth in the StranLer- and in the Qartner-treatment Hith punishment there are no eNplicit
coordination opportunitiesI 9t is, therefore, difficult for sub_ects to form correct eNpectations about
the behavior of other Lroup members and to develop a common contribution standardI Vhis is
particularly transparent in the StranLer-treatment Hhere sub_ects face neH Lroup members in each
periodI fet, in the Qartner-treatment sub_ects eNperience a common Lroup history Hhich provides a
better basis for the formation of accurate beliefs about each othersm behavior than in the StranLer-
treatmentI 9n the Qartner-treatment Hith punishment it is, therefore, more liPely that a behavioral
norm that differs from full free ridinL Hill evolveI

                                                
12 BecPathorn (1TTE) also eNamines a public Lood model Hith punishment opportunitiesI Bis simulations, Hhich alloH
for different strateLies (types), indicate the importance of punishinL types for cooperationI
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IV. Experimental Results

9n total, He have observations from 112 sub_ectsI Each sub_ect participated only in one of the five
eNperimental sessionsI Yll sessions Here held in January and 'ebruary 1TTEI Sub_ects Here students
from many different fields (eNcept economics)I Vhey Here recruited via letters Hhich Here mailed to
their private addressesI Oith this procedure He Hanted to maNimiJe the chances that sub_ects do not
PnoH each otherI1] Yn eNperimental session lasted about tHo hours and sub_ects earned on averaLe
q ]4 - includinL a shoH-up fee of q 12Ib0I

A. The Impact of Punishment Opportunities in the Stranger-Treatment

9f sub_ects believe that in the presence of punishment opportunities free ridinL faces no credible
threat He should observe no differences in contributions across treatmentsI 9n sharp contrast to this
prediction He can report the folloHinL result:

RESULT 1: The existence of punishment opportunities causes a large rise in the average
contribution level in the Stranger-treatment.

Support for Result 1 is presented in Vable ]I 9n columns tHo and three of Vable ] He report the
mean contribution over all ten periods in the three sessions of the StranLer-treatmentI Vhe table
reveals that in the punishment condition sub_ects contribute betHeen tHo and four times more than
in the no-punishment conditionI Y nonparametric OilcoNon matched pairs test shoHs that this
difference in contributions is siLnificant at all conventional siLnificance levels (p r 0I0001)I Vhis
result clearly refutes the hypothesis of the standard approach that punishment opportunities are
behaviorally irrelevant at the contribution staLe of the LameI

                                                
1] ether recruitment methods liPe, eILI, public recruitment in classrooms have a much hiLher probability that Lroups of
sub_ects Hho PnoH each other participate in a particular sessionI
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Table 3 - Wean contributions in the StranLer-treatment

mean contribution in
all periods

mean contribution in
the final periods

Sessions
Hithout

punishment
opportunity

Hith
punishment
opportunity

Hithout
punishment
opportunity

Hith
punishment
opportunity

1 2I7
(bI2)

10IT
(EI1)

1I]
(4I])

TID
(EID)

2 4I0
(bI7)

12IT
(EI4)

2I]
(4I])

14I]
(bI0)

] 4Ib
(EI0)

10I7
(4IT)

2I0
(]ID)

1]I1
(4I0)

mean 3.7
(5.7)

11.5
(5.9)

1.9
(4.1)

12.3
(5.6)

Note: Rumbers in parentheses are standard deviationsI Qarticipants of Sessions 1 and
2 first played the treatment Hith punishment opportunities and then the one Hithout
such opportunitiesI Qarticipants of Session ] played in the reverse orderI

ReNt He turn to the evolution of contributions over timeI Remember that one of the most robust
behavioral reLularities in sequences of one-shot public Lood Lames, liPe our StranLer-treatment
Hithout punishment, is that contributions drop over time to very loH levelsI eur neNt result provides
information Hhether punishment opportunities can prevent such a fall in contributions:

RESULT 2: In the no-punishment condition of the Stranger-treatment average contributions
converge close to full free riding over time. In contrast, in the punishment condition
average contributions do not decrease or even increase over time.

Support for Result 2 comes from Vable ] and 'iLures 1a and 1bI Columns four and five of Vable ]
shoH that, in each session, in the final period of the no-punishment condition averaLe contributions
vary betHeen 1I] and 2I] toPensI14 9n contrast, in the punishment condition averaLe contributions
vary betHeen TID and 14I] toPens in period tenI Vhus, in the final period of the punishment
condition the averaLe contribution is betHeen E and 7Ib times hiLher than in the no-punishment
conditionI Woreover, a comparison of column three Hith column five of Vable ] reveals that in the

                                                
14 Rote that in the folloHinL the term pfinal periodp is alHays used to indicate the last period in a given treatment
condition and not only period 20 in a Liven sessionI Vhus, for eNample, in 'iLure 1a the tenth period is the final period
of the punishment conditionI
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punishment condition the averaLe contribution in period ten is hiLher or rouLhly the same as in all
periodsI

Figure 1a: YveraLe contributions over time in the StranLer-treatment 
(Sessions 1 and 2)
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Figure 1b: YveraLe contributions over time in the StranLer-treatment (Session  ]) 
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'iLures 1a and 1b depict the evolution of averaLe contributions over time in both conditionsI 'iLure
1a shoHs the results of Sessions 1 and 2 in Hhich sub_ects had to play the punishment condition
firstI Ohile the averaLe contribution is stabiliJed around 12 toPens in the punishment condition
there is immediately a siLnificant drop in contributions in period 11I1b Vhis decrease in the no-
punishment condition continues until period 1D Hhere the averaLe contribution stabiliJes sliLhtly
beloH 2 toPensI 'iLure 1b shoHs the results of Session ] in Hhich sub_ects played the no-
punishment condition firstI 9n our vieH 'iLure 1b reveals an even more remarPable factI Ohereas
averaLe contributions in the no-punishment condition converLe aLain toHards 2 toPens they
immediately _ump upHard in period 11 and continue to rise until they reach 1] toPens in period tenI
Vhis indicates that the eNistence of punishment opportunities triLLers the effectiveness of forces that
completely remove the draHinL poHer of the equilibrium Hith complete free-ridinLI 9n vieH of this
evidence it is difficult to escape the conclusion that any model Hhich predicts full free-ridinL is
unambiLuously re_ectedI

Results 1 and 2 deal only Hith averaLe contributionsI Oe are, hoHever, also interested in the
behavioral reLularities at the individual level and hoH they are affected by the punishment
opportunityI Result ] summariJes the behavioral reLularities in this reLardI

RESULT 3: In the Stranger-treatment with punishment no stable behavioral regularity regarding
individual contributions emerges while in the no-punishment condition full free riding
emerges as the focal individual action.

Y first indication for the absence of a behavioral standard in the punishment condition is provided
in Vable ]I Vhe table shoHs that the standard deviation of individual contributions is quite larLe in
each sessionI Woreover, the standard deviation in the final period is rouLhly the same as in all
periods toLetherI Vhis indicates that the variability of contributions does not decrease over timeI Vhe
decisive evidence for Result ] comes, hoHever, from 'iLure 2 Hhich provides information about the
relative frequency of individual choices in the final periods of both StranLer-treatmentsI 9n the no-
punishment condition the overHhelminL ma_ority (7b percent) of sub_ects chose gi = 0 in the final
periodI Vhus, full free ridinL clearly emerLes as the behavioral reLularity in this conditionI1E 9n
contrast, in the punishment condition individual choices are scattered over the Hhole strateLy space
in the final periodI17 YlthouLh the relative frequency of 12, 1b and 20 toPens is hiLher than that of
other contribution levels even the most frequent choice (gi = 15) only reaches a frequency of 14
                                                
1b Vhe null hypothesis that averaLe contributions are the same in period 10 and 11 can be re_ected on the basis of a
OilcoNon siLned ranPs test (p o 0I0012)I
1E Vhis holds also true if He eNamine the relative frequency of individual choices over the previous T periodsI bb percent
of all choices are at gi = 0I Vhe neNt frequent choices are gi = 10 (EIT percent) and gi = 5 (bI2 percent)I
17 9n this reLard the final period is fully representative of the previous nine periodsI
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percentI Vhus, as our discussion in Section 999 suLLests, sub_ects in the punishment condition Here
not able to coordinate on a specific contribution level different from gi = 0I

B. The Impact of Punishment Opportunities in the Partner-Treatment

Ys in the StranLer-treatments our first result in the Qartner-treatments relates to averaLe
contributions over all periods:

RESULT 4: The existence of punishment opportunities also causes a large rise in the average
contribution level in the Partner-treatment.

Vable 4 provides the relevant support for Result 4I Y comparison of column tHo and column three
shoHs that all ten Lroups have substantially hiLher averaLe contributions in the punishment
conditionI Vherefore, the difference is hiLhly siLnificant (p o 0I002E) accordinL to a nonparametric
OilcoNon matched pairs test Hith Lroup averaLes as observationsI
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Figure 2: Xistribution of contributions in the final periods of the StranLer treatment Hith 
and Hithout punishment
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Table 4: Wean contributions in the Qartner-treatments

mean contributions in
all periods

mean contributions in
the final periods

groups

Hithout
punishment
opportunity

Hith punishment
opportunity

Hithout
punishment
opportunity

Hith punishment
opportunity

1 7I0
(EI])

17Ib
(4I])

bID
(bI1)

1TIb
(1I0)

2 10IE
(DIb)

1EI4
(bI2)

1I0
(1I4)

1TI]
(1Ib)

] EI7
(7ID)

1DI4
(]IE)

EI]
(TIb)

20I0
(0I0)

4 bI1
(EI])

12I1
(7I1)

1I]
(2Ib)

1]Ib
(DIb)

b EI4
(7I2)

14I]
(7I0)

1ID
(2IT)

10Ib
(11I0)

E 7IT
(bI7)

1TI0
(2ID)

]Ib
(bI7)

20I0
(0I0)

7 7I4
(7I1)

1TI0
(]I4)

2Ib
(2IT)

20I0
(0I0)

D 10I0
(EIE)

17I2
(4I])

bI0
(EI0)

20I0
(0I0)

T ]IT
(bIT)

17I0
(bI0)

0I0
(0I0)

20I0
(0I0)

10 10I0
(EIE)

1TI0
(2I1)

bI0
(DI0)

1TIb
(1I0)

mean 7.5
(6.8)

17.0
(4.5)

3.2
(4.4)

18.2
(2.3)

Note: Rumbers in parentheses are standard deviationsI 0roups 1-4 (Session 4) first
played the punishment condition and then the no-punishment conditionI 0roups b-10
(Session b) played in the reverse orderI

en averaLe, sub_ects contribute betHeen 1Ib times (Lroup 2) and 4I] times (Lroup T) more in the
punishment conditionI Vhus, punishment opportunities are aLain hiLhly effective in raisinL averaLe
contributionsI

Oith reLard to the evolution of averaLe contributions over time the data support the folloHinL
resultI

RESULT 5: In the no-punishment condition of the Partner-treatment average contributions
converge towards full free riding whereas in the punishment condition they increase
and converge towards full cooperation.
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YLain Vable 4 provides a first indicationI 9t shoHs that in the no-punishment condition the averaLe
contribution is only sliLhtly above ] toPens in the final periodI 9n sharp contrast, the averaLe
contribution is above 1D toPens in the punishment conditionI 9n five of the ten Lroups all sub_ects
chose the maNimum cooperation of 20 in the final period of the punishment conditionI 'urther three
Lroups eNhibit averaLe contributions of 1TI] or 1TIb toPens, respectivelyI Y particularly remarPable
fact represents the final period eNperience of Lroup TI Ohereas all sub_ects chose full defection (gi

= 0) in the no-punishment condition all sub_ects chose full cooperation (gi = 20) in the punishment
conditionI

'iLures ]a and ]b shoH the evolution of averaLe contributions over timeI 9rrespective of
Hhether sub_ects play the punishment condition at the beLinninL or after the no-punishment
condition, their averaLe contributions in the final period are considerably hiLher than in the first
period of the punishment conditionI Vhe opposite is true in the no-punishment treatmentI Woreover,
at the sHitch points betHeen the treatments there is a larLe Lap in contributions in favor of the
punishment conditionI Vhis indicates that the removal or the introduction of punishment
opportunities immediately affects contribution behaviorI1D Vhus, Vable 4 and 'iLures ]a and ]b
shoH that - in the Qartner-treatment - punishment opportunities not only overturn the doHnHard
trend observed in doJens of no-punishment treatmentsK they also shoH that punishment
opportunities render eiLht of ten Lroups capable of achievinL almost full cooperation althouLh -
accordinL to the standard approach - full defection is the unique subLame perfect equilibriumI

Y ma_or purpose of the Qartner-treatment Hith punishment is to enhance the possibilities for
implicit coordinationI Oe con_ectured that this miLht enable sub_ects to converLe toHards a
behavioral standard different from gi = 0I Result E shoHs that this is indeed the caseI

                                                
1D 9n Session 4 and in Session b averaLe contributions in period 11 are siLnificantly different from contributions in
period 10 (OilcoNon siLned ranPs tests, p o 0I0b (Session 4) and p o 0I027 (Session b))I 9t is particularly remarPable
that in Session b contributions in period 11 are even hiLher than in period 1 (OilcoNon siLned ranPs test, p o 0I02D)I All
siN Lroups of Session b contribute more in period 11 than in period 1I
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Figure 3a: YveraLe contributions over time in the Qartner-treatment 
(Session 4) 
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Figure 3b: YveraLe contributions over time in the Qartner-treatment 
(Session  b) 
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RESULT 6: In the Partner-treatment with punishment, full cooperation emerges as the dominant
behavioral standard for individual contributions whereas in the absence of
punishment opportunities full free riding is the focal action.

Evidence for Result E is Liven by 'iLure 4 Hhich shoHs the relative frequency of individual
contributions in the final periods of the Qartner-treatmentsI 9n the punishment condition D2Ib percent
of the sub_ects contribute the Hhole endoHment Hhereas b] percent of the same sub_ects free ride
fully in the final period of the no-punishment conditionI Woreover, in the no-punishment condition
the ma_ority of contributions is rather close to gi = 0I Vhe messaLe of 'iLure 4 seems so
unambiLuous that it requires little further commentI
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Figure 4: Xistribution of contributions in the final periods of the Qartner-treatment Hith and 
Hithout punishment
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C. Why Do Punishment Opportunities Raise Contributions?

9f there are indeed sub_ects Hho are HillinL to punish free ridinL and if their eNistence is anticipated
by at least some potential free riders He should observe that punishment opportunities have an
immediate impact on contributionsI 'iLures 1 and ] shoH that this is indeed the caseI Yfter the
introduction of punishment opportunities in Session ] (see 'iLure 1b) and Session b (see 'iLure ]b)
there is an immediate increase in contributionsI Woreover, after the removal of punishment
opportunities in Sessions 1 and 2 (see 'iLure 1a) and Session 4 (see 'iLure ]a) contributions
immediately drop to considerably loHer levelsI Vhis suLLests that potential free riders are indeed
disciplined in the punishment conditionI Y more detailed looP at the reLularities of actual
punishments provides further support for this vieHI

RESULT 7: In the Stranger and the Partner-treatment a subject is more heavily punished the more
his contribution falls below the average contribution of other group members.
Contributions above the average are punished much less and do not elicit a systematic
punishment response.

Evidence for Result 7 is provided by 'iLure b and Vable bI 9n 'iLure b He have depicted the averaLe
punishment levels as a function of neLative and positive deviations from the othersm averaLe
contribution in the LroupI 'or eNample, a sub_ect in the Qartner-treatment, Hho contributed betHeen
14 and 20 toPens less than the averaLe, received on averaLe EID punishment points from the other
Lroup membersI Vhe numbers above the bars indicate the relative frequency of observations in the
different deviation intervalsI

'iLure b shoHs that in both treatments neLative deviations from the averaLe are stronLly
punishedI Woreover, in the domain of neLative deviations, iIeI, in the three intervals beloH -2, the
relation betHeen punishment and deviations is clearly neLatively slopedI Vhe fiLure also indicates
that there is a larLe drop in punishments if an individualms contribution is close to the averaLe, iIeI,
in the interval [-2,s2]I1T 'inally, the fiLure suLLests that positive deviations are much less punished
and that the siJe of the positive deviation has only a HeaP impact on the punishment activities by
other Lroup membersI20

                                                
1T 'iLure b also provides further support for the emerLence of a common behavioral standard for individual
contributions in the Qartner- but not in the StranLer-treatmentI Rote that b7 percent of all the individual contributions in
the Qartner-treatment are in the interval [-2,s2] Hhile only 2E percent are in this interval in the StranLer-treatmentI
20 ene miLht asP Hhy individuals Hith positive deviations Let punished at allI YccordinL to a post-eNperimental
questionnaire there are five potential reasons for thisI (i) Random errorI Since individuals can only err on one side at the
punishment staLe (iIeI, reHardinL others Has not possible) each error shoHs up as a positive punishmentI (ii) Sub_ects
Hith very hiLh individual contributions may vieH othersm contributions as too loH even if they are above the averaLeI
(iii) Sub_ects may Hant to earn more than others, iIeI, they punish, even if others cooperate, to achieve a relative
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Vo provide formal statistical evidence for Result 7 He also conducted a reLression analysis of
punishment behaviorI Vable b contains the model and the eLS-reLressions separately for the
StranLer-treatment and the Qartner-treatmentI Oe also conducted Vobit reLressions Hith the same
variablesI fet, since they are almost identical Hith the eLS estimates He do not report them
eNplicitlyI Vhe dependent variable is ”received punishment points” of a sub_ect and the independent
variables comprise ”othersm averaLe contribution” and the variables ”positive deviation” and
”absolute neLative deviation”, respectivelyI 'iLure b suLLests that positive and neLative deviations
from the othersm averaLe contribution elicit different punishment responsesI Vhese variables are,
therefore, included as separate reLressorsI Vhe variable ”absolute neLative deviation” is the absolute
value of the actual neLative deviation of a sub_ectms contribution from the othersm averaLe in case
that his oHn contribution is beloH the averaLeI Vhis variable is Jero if his oHn contribution is equal
to or above the othersm averaLeI Vhe variable ”positive deviation” is constructed analoLouslyI Vo
model time effects, He included period dummies in the reLressionI Vhe model also includes session

                                                                                                                                                                 
advantaLeI (iv) Spiteful revenLeI 'ree ridinL sub_ects punish the cooperators because they eNpect to Let punished by
themI (v) =lind revenLeI Sub_ects Hho Let punished in t-1 may assume that punishment Has mainly eNerted by the
cooperatorsI =y punishinL cooperators in t they may taPe revenLeI Rote that by doinL this they may punish the HronL
tarLet because our desiLn rules out the possibility of identifyinL individual contribution historiesI

Figure 5: Received punishment points for deviations from othersp averaLe 
contribution
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dummies in the StranLer-treatment and Lroup dummies in the Qartner-treatment to control for fiNed
effects (see ivniLstein (1TT7))I

Vhe results in Vable b support the evidence from 'iLure bI 9n both treatments the coefficient
of the ”absolute neLative deviation” is positive and hiLhly siLnificantI Vhus, the more an
individualms contribution falls short of the averaLe the more she Lets punishedI 9n contrast, the siJe
of the positive deviation has no siLnificant impact on the siJe of the punishmentI 9t is interestinL
that in the Qartner-treatment it is only the neLative deviation that affects punishment levels
systematically Hhile the level of the othersm averaLe contribution has no siLnificant impactI Vhe loH
value and the insiLnificance of the coefficient on ”othersm averaLe contribution” suLLests that only
deviations from the averaLe Here punishedI Vhis may be taPen as evidence that in the Qartner-
treatment sub_ects quicPly established a common Lroup standard that did not chanLe over timeI 9f,
instead, there Hould have been sub_ects Hho Hanted to raise, say, the Lroup standard one should
observe that a Liven neLative deviation from the averaLe is punished less the hiLher that averaLe isI
Vhis is eNactly Hhat He observe in the StranLer-treatment Hhere the coefficient on ”othersm averaLe
contribution” is neLativeI Vhe fact that there Here sub_ects in the StranLer-treatment Hho Hanted to
raise the Lroup standard is consistent Hith previous evidence Hhich shoHs that sub_ects in the
StranLer-treatment could not establish a common behavioral standardI

Table 5 - Vhe determinants of LettinL punished: ReLression results

dependent variable:
received punishment points

independent
variables

Stranger-treatment Partner-treatment

constant 2I7]E]UUU
(0I04Db)

0ITDD1
(0IE7T7)

othersm averaLe
contribution

-0I07]bUUU
(0I02]T)

-0I010D
(0I04b7)

absI neLI deviation 0I242DUUU
(0I0]2b)

0I41EDUUU
(0I0b10)

positive deviation -0I0147
(0I02E4)

-0I0]b7
(0I0]bb)

R o 720
't14, 70bu o ]TI0UUU
ad_I R2 o 0I4]
XO o 1ITE

    R o 440
    't21, ]7Du o 41I]UUU
    ad_I R2 o 0IED
    XO o 1IDT

Note: Standard errors in parenthesesI U denotes siLnificance at the 10-percent level, UU at the b-percent level and
UUU at the 1-percent levelI Vo control for time and matchinL Lroups, the reLression model also contains period
dummies and dummies for matchinL Lroups (iIeI, session dummies in the StranLer-treatment and dummies for
each independent Lroup in the Qartner-treatment)I Results are corrected for heterosPedasticityI Vobit estimations
yield similar resultsI
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Vhe pattern of punishment indicated by 'iLure b and Vable b shoHs that free riders can escape or at
least reduce the received punishment substantially by increasinL their contributions relative to the
other Lroup membersI Vhe response of sub_ects Hho actually Here punished suLLests that they
understood thisI 9n the Qartner-treatment He observed 12b sanctions aLainst sub_ects Hho
contributed less than their endoHmentI 9n DT percent of these cases the punished sub_ect increased gi

immediately in the neNt period Hith an averaLe increase of 4IE toPensI 9n the StranLer-treatment He
have ]ED such casesI 9n 7D percent of these cases gi increased in the neNt period by an averaLe of ]ID
toPensI Vhese numbers suLLest that actual sanctions Here rather effective in immediately chanLinL
the behavior of the sanctioned sub_ectsI Sub_ects seemed to have had a clear understandinL of Hhy
they Here punished and hoH they should respond to the punishmentI

D. Payoff Consequences of Punishment

Y ma_or effect of the punishment opportunity is that it reduces the payoff of those Hith a relatively
hiLh propensity to free rideI 9n the folloHinL He call those sub_ects ”free riders” Hho chose gi = 0 in
more than b periods of the no-punishment treatmentI 20 percent of sub_ects in the Qartner- and b]
percent in the StranLer-treatment obey this definition of a free riderI 9n the StranLer-treatment Hith
punishment opportunities the overall payoff of the free riders is reduced by 24 percent relative to the
no-punishment conditionK in the Qartner-treatment the payoff reduction is 1E percentI Vhis payoff
reduction is driven by tHo sourcesI 'irst, free riders are punished more heavily and second, they
contribute more to the pro_ect in the punishment conditionI en averaLe, free riders raise their
contributions betHeen 10 and 12 toPens, iIeI, by b0 to E0 percent of their endoHment, relative to the
no-punishment conditionI BoHever, there is also a force that HorPs aLainst the payoff reduction for
free riders because the other sub_ects (the ”non-free riders”) also contribute more in the punishment
conditionI Vhis limits the payoff reduction for the free ridersI

Ohat are the aLLreLate payoff consequences of the punishment conditionw Vo eNamine this
question He compute the difference in the averaLe Lroup payoff betHeen the punishment and the
no-punishment condition and normaliJe this difference by the averaLe Lroup payoff of the no-
punishment conditionI Vhis Lives us the relative payoff Lain of the punishment conditionI Result D
summariJes the evolution of the relative payoff Lain for the Qartner- and the StranLer-treatmentI

RESULT 8: In both the Stranger and the Partner-treatment the punishment opportunity initially
causes a relative payoff loss. Yet, towards the end there is a relative payoff gain in
both treatments.
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Support for Result D is provided by 'iLure E Hhich shoHs that in both treatments the relative payoff
loss is rouLhly 40 percent in period 1I fet, Hhile there is already a relative payoff Lain in period 4
of the Qartner treatment it taPes T periods in the StranLer-treatment to also achieve a relative payoff
LainI 9n the final period the relative payoff Lain is rouLhly 20 percent in the Qartner- and 10 percent
in the StranLer-treatmentI Vhe payoff differences in the Qartner-treatment are statistically
siLnificantI YccordinL to a OilcoNon matched pairs test the null hypothesis that Lroupsm averaLe
income in periods D-10 is identical across conditions can be re_ected in favor of the alternative
hypothesis that Lroup incomes are hiLher in the punishment condition (p r 0I02T)I21

Vhe temporal pattern of relative payoff Lains eNhibited by 'iLure E is due to three sources: (i) 9n the
Qartner treatment, in particular, contributions are loHer in the early periods of the punishment
condition than durinL the later periodsI (ii) Vhis caused much more punishment activities in the
early periodsI (iii) Contributions Lradually decline over time in the no-punishment conditionI VaPen
toLether, Result D suLLests that the presence of punishment opportunities eventually leads to

                                                
21 Results are qualitatively the same if He taPe Lroup incomes in period T-10 or only in period 10I

Figure 6: YveraLe payoff Lain of the punishment relative to the no-punishment 
condition
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pecuniary efficiency LainsI Vo achieve these Lains it is, hoHever, necessary to establish the full
credibility of the punishment threat by actual punishmentsI

E. Partners, Strangers and Perfect Strangers
Vhe random Lroup composition in each period of the StranLer treatment ensures that the probability
of meetinL the same Lroup members in future periods is very loH, yet not JeroI Ys a consequence,
the behavior of some sub_ects miLht have been affected by the eNpectation of meetinL the same
sub_ects in future periods aLainI 'or eNample, some sub_ects miLht have been HillinL to punish
because they eNpected some, althouLh very diluted, private benefit in terms of hiLher future
cooperation by the punished free ridersI Vhis motive could, of course, play no role in period tenI
BoHever, for periods 1-T it cannot be completely ruled outI

Vo see Hhether the small probability of meetinL the same people aLain is behaviorally
important He conducted tHo Perfect StranLer-sessionsI 9n each of the tHo sessions there Here N =
24 sub_ects Hho played first in the punishment condition for siN periods and afterHards in the no-
punishment condition for siN periodsI22 9n each session He ensured that every sub_ect in a Liven
condition met every other sub_ect exactly once in this condition, iIeI, the probability of beinL
rematched Has JeroI Sub_ects Here eNplicitly informed that they Hill never meet any other sub_ect
tHiceI

9n 'iLure 7 He compare the averaLe contribution in the StranLer- and the Qerfect StranLer-
treatmentI YlthouLh averaLe contributions seem to be sliLhtly loHer in the Qerfect StranLer
treatment the null hypothesis of equal contribution levels cannot be re_ected on the basis of Wann-
Ohitney testsI 9n the punishment condition the null hypothesis cannot be re_ected Hhether He taPe
individual contributions in period one (p > 0.30), or individual averaLe contributions over all
periods (p > 0.29), or individual contributions in the final period (p > 0.77)2]I LiPeHise, in the no-
punishment condition the null hypothesis cannot be re_ected irrespective of Hhich data He taPe (p >
0.59 in period one, p > 0.38 in case of individual averaLes over all periods, p > 0.63 in the final
period)I

'iLure 7 shoHs that the biL behavioral differences betHeen the punishment and the no-
punishment condition also emerLe in the Qerfect StranLer-treatmentI Vhis is no surprise in vieH of
the punishment reLularities, Hhich are also very similar to the pattern in the StranLer-treatmentI 9n

                                                
22 Ys before (see footnote T), sub_ects did not PnoH that after the first treatment (siN periods) there Hill be a further
treatmentI Rote also that Hith R o 24 and n o 4 siN periods is the maNimum number of periods compatible Hith a Jero
rematchinL probabilityI
2] Vhe final period is Liven by period ten in the StranLer- and by period siN in the Qerfect StranLer-treatmentI
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the Qerfect StranLer-treatment neLative deviations from the averaLe contribution of the other Lroup
members are as heavily punished as in the StranLer treatment Hhile positive deviations have no
systematic impact on received punishment pointsI LiPeHise, the vast ma_ority of punishments is
eNecuted by the hiLh contributors and punishment occurs even in the final periodI

9n our vieH the fact that the behavior in the StranLer- and the Qerfect StranLer-treatment is very
similar indicates that our StranLer treatment represents a Lood approNimation to true one-shot
eNperimentsI Vhe small probability of beinL rematched Hith the same people seems to have no
siLnificant behavioral impactI Ys 'iLure 7 reveals the really biL differences occur betHeen the
Qartner-treatment and the StranLer-treatmentI Vhis is interestinL insofar as, startinL Hith Yndreoni
(1TDD), there has been an intensive discussion in the literature Hhether contributions are hiLher in
the Qartner-treatment or notI Oith reLard to this question our results suLLest the folloHinL:
“Qartners” contribute siLnificantly more than “StranLers” if He taPe sub_ectsm averaLe contribution
over all periods as observations (Wann-Ohitney Vest, p < 0.001 in both the punishment and the no-
punishment condition)I BoHever, Hhile in the punishment condition the difference betHeen
“Qartners” and “StranLers” stronLly increases over time and becomes larLest in the final period (p <
0.0001), the behavioral differences decrease over time in the no-punishment conditionI 9n period ten

Figure 7: YveraLe contributions over time in the Qartner-, StranLer-, and Qerfect-
StranLer treatment Hhen the punishment condition is played first
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of the no-punishment condition the null hypothesis of no treatment differences cannot be re_ected at
the b percent level (p = 0.069, Wann-Ohitney Vest)I

'rom a Lame theoretic vieHpoint the larLe behavioral difference betHeen “Qartners” and
“StranLers” in period ten of the punishment condition constitutes a fascinatinL anomalyI 9n Lame
theoretic terms, iIeI, in terms of available strateLies and payoffs, period ten of the Qartner- and the
StranLer-treatment are completely identical because the Lame ends afterHardsI fet, due to different
eNperiences sub_ects behave very differently in the tHo treatmentsI Vhis hiLhliLhts the importance
of eNperience and learninL for sub_ectsm actual behaviorI24

V. Interpretation - Negative Emotions and Punishment

9n Section 999 He hypothesiJed that the interaction betHeen selfish, conditionally cooperative and
punishinL sub_ects is a decisive factor in shapinL the final outcomesI 9n the no-punishment
treatment conditional cooperators and punishinL sub_ects have virtually no opportunities to affect
the behavior of the selfish sub_ectsI Vherefore, they have an incentive to ad_ust their contributions to
those of the free ridersI 9n the punishment condition they can, hoHever, force selfish sub_ects to
ad_ust contributions toHards those levels that they consider as appropriateI Ys He have seen in the
previous section the punishment and the no-punishment conditions Lenerate indeed a completely
different contribution behaviorI Ohile the ma_ority of sub_ects fully free rides in the final period of
the no-punishment conditions (7b percent in the StranLer-, b] percent in the Qartner- condition),
nobody fully free rides in the Qartner-treatment Hith punishment and only D percent free ride fully in
the correspondinL StranLer-treatmentI Vhus, the behavioral evidence as summariJed in Result 1 to
Result D is certainly consistent Hith the hypothesiJed impact of conditionally cooperative and
punishinL typesI Woreover, in our vieH it seems difficult to provide alternative eNplanations of the
observed behavioral reLularitiesI

Qure altruism or Harm LloH altruism, for eNample, is not capable of eNplaininL the
Hidespread punishment of free ridersI2b Yfter all, Hhy should an altruistic person reduce the payoffs
of other sub_ectsw Were confusion or sub_ectsm inability to reason rationally also seems to be a poor
alternative eNplanationI 9n vieH of the fact that free ridinL is punished heavily it Has quite rational
for potential free riders to ad_ust contributions to the averaLe contribution of other playersI
LiPeHise, if conditional cooperators anticipate and eNperience hiLher contribution levels from the
                                                
24 en the importance of eNperience for actual behavior see also Erev and Roth (1TTD) and Schotter and Sopher (1TTD)I
2b Qure altruism means that a sub_ectms utility is increasinL in the total Lroup payoffI 9n case of Harm LloH preferences a
sub_ect derives a fiNed amount of utility from the act of cooperation, irrespective of the payoff consequences of
cooperationI 'or these definitions see Yndreoni (1TT0)I Rote that He do not say that pure altruism or Harm LloH
altruism is Lenerally unimportantI 'or evidence in favor of Harm LloH altruism see Qalfrey and Qrisbrey (1TT7)I Oe
lonlym say that neLlectinL the drive to punish free riders means that one neLlects a potentially very important forceI
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other Lroup members it is rational for them to also contribute more than in the no-punishment
conditionI Vhe rational anticipation of punishment for beloH-averaLe contributions and the
importance of the second staLe for the contribution behavior has also been confirmed by a post-
eNperimental questionnaireI2E

=elief-based or reinforcement learninL models that rely on purely selfish preferences
(Camerer and Bo 1TTD, Erev and Roth 1TTD) also have difficulties in eNplaininL important features
of the dataI Vhey cannot eNplain, eILI, Hhy sub_ectsm contributions jump doHnHards or upHards
after the first treatment condition in an eNperimental sessionI Vhe difficulty of eNplaininL the _umps
arises from the fact that these models do not taPe into account that there are many sub_ects Hho
anticipate the presence of punishinL types and the role they play in the punishment and the no-
punishment conditionI 9f the presence of punishinL types is anticipated it is, hoHever, quite rational
for the selfish types to raise their contributions Hhen they move into the punishment condition and
to loHer their contributions Hhen they move into the no-punishment conditionI27

9n vieH of the punishment pattern sub_ectsm contribution behavior seems quite rationalI Y biL
question is, hoHever, Hhy many sub_ects are HillinL to punish free riders in a one-shot conteNt
althouLh this is costlyI Vhis question can be subdivided into tHo questions: (i) Ohat is the
proximate source of punishmentw (ii) Ohat is the ultimate, iIeI, evolutionary reason for the eNistence
of punishinL sub_ectsw 9t is not the purpose of the present paper to provide an ansHer to the second
questionI2D Oith reLard to the first question He believe, hoHever, that emotions play a Pey roleI

9n our vieH it seems quite liPely that free ridinL causes stronL neLative emotions amonL the
cooperators and that these emotions, in turn, triLLer the HillinLness to punish free ridersI Vhis
hypothesis has been advanced by Birshleifer (1TD7) and 'ranP (1TDD)I2T 9f it is correct He should
observe particular emotional patterns in response to free ridinLI Vo elicit these patterns He
confronted sub_ects Hith different contribution scenarios (see Vable E)I]0 Yfter they read a scenario
they had to indicate the intensity of neLative feelinLs toHards a tarLet person on a seven point scale
(1 o lnot at allm, III, 7 o lvery muchm)I Vhe difference betHeen Scenario 1 and 1m is that the ”non-free
riders” contribute relatively much in Scenario 1 and relatively little in Scenario 1mI 9n Scenario 2 and
2m sub_ects themselves Here hypothetically put into the position of a free riderI Vhen they had to
                                                
2E Vhe details of the questionnaire results are available on requestI
27 Vo do _ustice to learninL models He should add that no static equilibrium model is capable of eNplaininL the time path
of contributions Hithin a Liven treatmentI eur arLument above is not directed aLainst learninL models per seI 9t _ust
indicates the limits of purely bacPHard looPinL models that assume purely selfish preferencesI
2D Vhere are a feH papers that aim at providinL evolutionary eNplanations of punishment traits in a free ridinL conteNt
(YNelrod 1TDE, =oyd and Richerson 1TT2, =oHles and 0intis 1TTD, Sethi and Somanathan 1TTE)I Evolutionary
eNplanations are also Liven in 0>th (1TTb), Birshleifer (1TD7) and 'ranP (1TDD)I
2T 'or an interestinL survey about the role of emotions in economic theory see Elster (1TTD)I
]0 Ys in the questionnaire that elicited the HillinLness to contribute conditionally sub_ects Hho participated in the
emotions questionnaire did not participate in the eNperiments described in Sections 99 - 9gI 'or the procedures see
footnote 21I
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indicate their eNpectation about the intensity of the other playersm anLer and annoyanceI Ys before,
the difference betHeen Scenario 2 and 2m is that in Scenario 2 the other players contribute relatively
much Hhile in Scenario 2m they contribute relatively littleI

Table 6: Emotions toHards free riders - Scenarios

Emotional response: Scenarios: Results:

own emotion toHards a free
rider

Scenario 1 and 1’
(numbers in bracPets relate to Scenario 1m)

”You decide to contribute 16 [b] francs to the
project. The second group member contributes
14 []] and the third 18 [7] francs. Suppose the
fourth member contributes 2 francs to the
project. You now accidentally meet this
member. Please indicate your feeling towards
this person.”

Scenario 1:
mean: bI7
median: E

stdIdev: 2I]

Scenario 1’:
mean: ]ID
median: 4

stdIdev: 2I0

expected feelinL of others
toHards oneself if oneself
is a free rider

Scenario 2 and 2’
(numbers in bracPets relate to Scenario 2m)

”Imagine that the other three group members
contribute 14, 16 and 18 t], b and 7u francs to
the project. You contribute 2 francs to the
project and the others know this. You now
accidentally meet one of the other members.
Please indicate the feelings you expect from
this member towards you.”

Scenario 2:
mean: EI]
median: 7

stdIdev: 2I]

Scenario 2’:
mean: 4I2
median: 4

stdIdev: 2I1

Note: Sub_ects had to indicate their feelinLs of anLer and annoyance on a 7-point scale (1 o lnot at allm III 7 o lvery
muchm)I Scenarios 1m, and 2m, respI, Here eNactly the same as scenarios 1 and 2, respI, eNcept that they Here based on the
contribution levels indicated in square bracPetsI Ro]]I Rone of these sub_ects participated in the eNperimentI

Several results emerLe from Vable EI First, the table indicates that a free rider triLLers very stronL
neLative emotions in the other sub_ects if these sub_ects contribute relatively much (Scenario 1)I
Vhe median intensity of neLative feelinLs in this case is E on a 7-point scaleI Second, the neLative
feelinLs a free rider anticipates from other sub_ects Hho contribute relatively much (Scenario 2) are
even higherI Vhe median intensity of anticipated neLative emotions even coincides Hith the
maNimum intensity of neLative emotionsI Third, the (anticipated) intensity of neLative emotions
toHards a free rider in case that others contribute relatively little (Scenario 1m and 2m) is smaller but
still considerableI =oth the median intensity of the oHn neLative emotion and the anticipated
median intensity of others if oneself is the free rider are 4 on the 7-point scaleI Rote that this
decrease in the intensity of neLative emotions in Scenarios 1m and 2m relative to the case Hhere
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others contribute relatively much (Scenarios 1 and 2) occurs althouLh the free riderms contribution is
Pept constantI Vhis shoHs that the intensity of neLative feelinLs toHards free riders varies Hith the
siJe of the neLative deviation from othersm averaLe contributionI Vhe results of Vable E shoH that
free ridinL causes stronL neLative emotions and that such emotions are anticipated by most peopleI
9n addition, the emotional pattern is consistent Hith the hypothesis that emotions triLLer punishment
for the folloHinL reasons:

'irst, if neLative emotions triLLer punishment, one Hould eNpect that the ma_ority of
punishment activities is eNecuted by those Hho contribute more aLainst those Hho contribute lessI
Vhis is the case both in the StranLer- and the Qartner-treatmentI =etHeen E0 and 70 percent of all
punishment activities folloH this patternI Second, remember that non-strateLic punishment increases
Hith the siJe of the neLative deviation from the averaLeI Vhis is eNactly Hhat one Hould eNpect if
neLative emotions are the cause of the punishment because neLative emotions are the more intense
the more the free rider deviates from the othersm averaLe contributionI Vhird, if neLative emotions
cause punishment, the fact that most people are Hell aHare that they triLLer stronL neLative
emotions (see Scenario 2 and 2m) in case of free ridinL renders the punishment threat immediately
credibleI Vherefore, He should detect an immediate impact of the punishment opportunity on
contributions at the sHitch points betHeen the punishment and the no-punishment conditionI
Remember that this is eNactly Hhat He observeI Vhe introduction (elimination) of the punishment
opportunity leads to an immediate rise (fall) in contributions (see 'iLures 1 and ])I VaPen toLether,
these reLularities support the vieH that emotions are Luarantors of credible threatsI

VI. Concluding Remarks

Vhis paper provides evidence that spontaneous and uncoordinated punishment activities Live rise to
heavy punishment of free ridersI 9n the Qerfect StranLer- and the StranLer-treatment this punishment
occurs althouLh it is costly and provides no or virtually no future private benefits for the punishersI
Vhe more an individual neLatively deviates from the contributions of the other Lroup members the
heavier is the punishmentI Vherefore, the punishment opportunity Lives rise to credible threats
aLainst potential free riders and causes a larLe increase in contributions: gery hiLh or even full
cooperation can be achieved and maintained in the punishment condition Hhereas the same sub_ects
converLe toHards full defection in the no-punishment conditionI Oe do not PnoH of many instances
in Hhich a variation in the behavioral environment that should - accordinL to the standard economic
approach - have no effect, causes such a larLe behavioral differenceI Oe also provide evidence that
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free ridinL causes stronL neLative emotions amonL cooperatinL sub_ectsI Woreover, the pattern of
emotional responses to free ridinL is consistent Hith the hypothesis that neLative emotions triLLer
the HillinLness to punishI

9n our vieH emotion-based punishment of free ridinL also plays an important role in real lifeI
9t seems, for eNample, rather liPely that many drivers feel an impulse to punish those Hho are
buttinL into line, that - under team production - shirPinL HorPers elicit stronL disapproval amonL
their peers, and that striPe breaPinL HorPers face the spontaneous hostility of their striPinL
colleaLuesI Vhe enormous impact of the punishment opportunities on contributions in our
eNperiment suLLests that a neLlect of the Hidespread HillinLness to punish free riders faces the
serious risP of maPinL HronL predictions and, hence, LivinL HronL normative adviceI 9nstitutional
and social structures that, theoretically, triLLer the same behaviors in the absence of the HillinLness
to punish may cause vastly different behaviors if the HillinLness to punish is taPen into accountI
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Appendix: Instructions

The following instructions were originally written in german. We document the instructions we used
in the stranger-treatment, were we first played the two-stage-game with punishment opportunities
and second the one-stage, ordinary voluntary contributions game. The instructions in the other
treatments were adapted accordingly. They are available upon request.

fou are noH taPinL part in an economic eNperiment Hhich has been financed by various foundations for research promotionI 9f you
read the folloHinL instructions carefully, you can, dependinL on your decisions, earn a considerable amount of moneyI 9t is therefore
very important that you read these intructions Hith careI
Vhe instructions Hhich He have distributed to you, are solely for your private information. It is prohibited to communicate with the
other participants during the  experiment. Should you have any questions please asP usI 9f you violate this rule, He shall have to
eNcluded you from the eNperiment and from all paymentsI
XurinL the eNperiment He shall not speaP of 'rancs but rather of 0uildersI XurinL the eNperiment your entire earninLs Hill be
calculated in 0uildersI Yt the end of the eNperiment the total amount of Luilders you have earned Hill be converted to 'rancs at the
folloHinL rate:

1 0uilder o b Rappen

Each participant receives a lump sum payment of 25 Guilders at the beLinninL of the eNperiment (as Hell as the 1b 'rancs for
participatinL)I Vhis one-off payment can be used to pay for eventuell losses durinL the eNperiment. However, you can always evade
losses with certainty through your own decisionsI Yt the end of the eNperiment your entire earninLs from the eNperiment plus the
lump sum payment and the 1b 'rancs Hill be immediatley paid to you in cashI

Vhe eNperiment is divided into different periodsI 9n all, the eNperiment consists of 10 periodsI 9n each period the participants are
divided into Lroups of fourI fou Hill therefore be in a Lroup Hith ] other participantsI Vhe composition of the Lroups Hill chanLe by
random after each period. In each period your group will therefore consist of different participantsI

9n each period the eNperiment consists of two stagesI Yt the first staLe you have to decide hoH many points you Hould liPe to
contribute to a pro_ectI Yt the second staLe you are informed on the contributions of the three other Lroup members to the pro_ectI
fou can then decide Hhether or hoH much to reduce their earninLs from the first staLe by distributinL points to themI
Vhe folloHinL paLes describe the course of the eNperiment in detail:

Detailed Information on the Experiment

Vhe first StaLe

Yt the beLinninL of each period each participant receives 20 toPensI 9n the folloHinL He call this his or her endoHmentI four tasP is
to decide hoH to use your endoHmentI fou have to decide hoH many of the 20 toPens you Hant to contribute to a pro_ect and hoH
many of them to Peep for yourselfI Vhe consequences of your decision are eNplained in detail beloHI
Yt the beLinninL of each period the folloHinL input-screen for the first staLe Hill appear:

Vhe number of the period appears in the top left corner of the screenI 9n the top riLht corner you can see hoH many more seconds
remain for you to decide on the distribution of your pointsI four decision must be made before the time displayed is 0 secondsI
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four endoHment in each period is 20 toPensI fou have to decide hoH many points you Hant to contribute to the pro_ect by typinL a
number betHeen 0 and 20 in the input fieldI Vhis field can be reached by clicPinL it Hith the mouseI Ys soon as you have decided
hoH many points to contribute to the pro_ect, you have also decided hoH many points you Peep for your self: Vhis is (20 - your
contribution) toPensI Yfter enterinL your contribution you must press the eIiI button (either Hith the mouse, or by pressinL the
Enter - Pey)I ence you have done this your decision can no lonLer be revisedI

Yfter all members of your Lroup have made their decision the folloHinL income screen Hill shoH you the total amount of points
contributed by all four Lroup members to the pro_ect (includinL your contribution)I Ylso this screen shoHs you hoH many 0uilders
you have earned at the first staLeI

The Income Screen after the first stage:

four income consists of tHo parts:

1) the toPens Hhich you have Pept for yourself (“9ncome from toPens Pept”) HherebyK
1 toPen o 1 0uilderI

2) the “income from the pro_ect”I Vhis income is calculated as folloHs:

four income from the pro_ect o 0I4 N the total contribution of all 4 Lroup members to the pro_ectI

four income in 0uilders at the first staLe of a period is therefore:

(20 - your conribution to the pro_ect) s 0I4U(total contributions to the pro_ect)

Vhe income of each Lroup member from the pro_ect is calculated in the same Hay, this means that each Lroup member receives the
same income from the pro_ectI Suppose the sum of the contributions of all Lroup members is E0 pointsI 9n this case each member of
the Lroup receives an income from the pro_ect of: 0I4UE0 o 24 0uildersI 9f the total contribution to the pro_ect is T points, then each
member of the Lroup receives an income of 0I4UT o ]IE 0uilders from the pro_ectI

'or each point, Hhich you Peep for yourself you earn an income of 1 0uilderI SupposinL you contributed this point to the pro_ect
instead, then the total contribution to the pro_ect Hould rise by one pointI four income from the pro_ect Hould rise by 0I4U1o0I4
pointsI BoHever the income of the other Lroup members Hould also rise by 0I4 points each, so that the total income of the Lroup
from the pro_ect Hould rise by 1IE pointsI four contribution to the pro_ect therefore also raises the income of the other Lroup
membersI en the other hand you earn an income for each point contributed by the other members to the pro_ectI 'or each point
contributed by any member you earn 0I4U1o0I4 pointsI

9n the first tHo periods you have 4b seconds and in the remaininL periods ]0 seconds to vieH the income screenI 9f you are finished
Hith it before the time is up, please press the continue button (aLain by usinL the mouse or pressinL the Enter Pey)I Vhe first staLe is
then over and the second staLe commencesI

The second Stage
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Yt the second staLe you noH see hoH much each of the other Lroup members contributed to the pro_ectI Yt this staLe you can also
reduce or leave equal the income of each Lroup member by distributing pointsI Vhe other Lroup members can also reduce your
income if they Hish toI Vhis is apparent from the input screen at the second staLe:

The input screen at the 2nd stage

=esides the period and time display, you see here hoH much each Lroup member contributed to the pro_ect at the first staLeI four
contribution is displayed in blue in the first column, Hhile the contributions of the other Lroup members of this period are shoHn in
the remaininL three columnsI Qlease note that the composition of the Lroups is reneHed in each periodI =esides the absolute
contributions, the contribution in percent of the endoHment is also displayedI

fou must noH decide hoH many points to Live to each of the other three Lroup membersI fou must enter a number for each of themI
9f you do not Hish to chanLe the income of a specific Lroup member then you must enter 0I 'or your decision you have 1D0 seconds
in the first tHo periods and 120 seconds in the remaininL periodsI fou can move from one input field to the other by pressinL the tab
-Pey (→) or by usinL the mouseI
9f you distribute points, you have costs in 0uilders Hhich depend on the amount of points you distributeI fou can distribute betHeen
0 and 10 points to each Lroup memberI Vhe more points you Live to any Lroup member, the hiLher your costsI four total costs are
equal to the sum of the costs of distributinL points to each of the other three Lroup membersI Vhe folloHinL table illustrates the
relation betHeen distributed points to each Lroup member and the costs of doinL so in 0uildersI

points 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

costs of these points 0 1 2 4 E T 12 1E 20 2b ]0

SupposinL you Live 2 points to one member this costs you 2 0uildersK if you Live T points to another member this costs you a further
2b 0uildersK and if you Live the last Lroup member 0 points this has no costs for youI 9n this case your total costs of distributinL
points Hould be 27 0uilders (2s2bs0)I four total costs of distributinL points are displayed on the input screenI Ys lonL as you have
not pressed the eIiI button you can revise your decisionI

9f you choose 0 points for a particular Lroup member, you do not chanLe his or her incomeI BoHever if you Live a member 1 point
(by choosinL 1) you reduce his or her income from the first staLe by 10 percentI 9f you Live a member 2 points (by choosinL 2) you
reduce his or her income by 20 percent, etcI Vhe amount of points you distribute to each member determines therefore hoH much you
reduce their income from the first staLeI

Ohether or by hoH much the income from the first staLe is totally reduced depends on the total of the received pointsI 9f somebody
received a total of ] points (from all other Lroup members in this period) his or her income Hould be reduced by ]0 percentI 9f
somebody received a total of 4 points his or her income Hould be reduced by 40 percentI 9f anybody receives 10 or more points their
income from the first staLe Hill be reduced by 100 percentI Vhe income from the first staLe for this member Hould in this case be
reduced to JeroI four total income from the tHo staLes is therefore calculated as folloHs:
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Total income (in Guilders) at the end of the 2nd stage = period income =

 o (income from the 1st staLe)U(10 - received points)M10 - costs of your distributed points
if received points r 10

o - costs of your distributed points
if received points ! 10

Qlease note that your income in 0uilders at the end of the second staLe can be neLative, if the costs of your points distributed eNceeds
your (possibly reduced) income from the first staLeI You can however evade such losses with certainty through your own
decisions|
Yfter all participants have made their decision, your income from the period Hill be displayed on the folloHinL screen:

The income screen at the end of the 2nd stage

Vhe calculation of your income from the first period, the costs of your distribution of points and your income in the period are as
eNplained aboveI Xo you have any further questionsw

Control Questionaire

1. Each Lroup member has an endoHment of 20 pointsI Robody (includinL yourself) contributes any point to the pro_ect at the
first staLeI BoH hiLh is:

four income from the first staLewIIIIIIIIIII
Vhe income of the other Lroup members from the first staLewIIIIIIIIIII

2. Each Lroup member has an endoHment of 20 pointsI fou contribute 20 points to the pro_ect at the first staLeI Yll other Lroup
members each contribute 20 points to the pro_ect at the first staLeI Ohat is:

four income from the first staLewIIIIIIIIIII
Vhe income of the other Lroup members from the first staLewIIIIIIIIIII

]I Each Lroup member has an endoHment of 20 pointsI Vhe other three Lroup members contribute toLether a total of ]0
points to the pro_ectI

a) Ohat is your income from the first staLe if you contribute a further 0 points to the pro_ectwIIIIIIIIIII
b) Ohat is your income from the first staLe if you contribute a further 1b points to the pro_ectwIIIIIIIIIII

4I Each Lroup member has an endoHment of 20 pointsI fou contribute D points to the pro_ectI
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a) Ohat is your income from the first staLe if the other Lroup members toLether contribute a further total of 7 points to the
pro_ectwIIIIIIIIIII

b) Ohat is your income from the staLe if the other Lroup members toLether contribute a further total of 22 points to the
pro_ectwIIIIIIIIIII

5. Yt the second staLe you distribute the folloHinL points to your three other Lroup members: T,b,0I Ohat are the total costs
of your distributed pointswIIIIIIIIIII

6. Ohat are your costs if you distribute a total of 0 pointswIIIIIIIIIII

7. =y hoH many percent Hill your income from the first staLe be reduced, Hhen you receive a total of 0 points from the
other Lroup memberswIIIIIIIIIII

8. =y hoH many percent Hill your income from the first staLe be reduced, Hhen you receive a total of 4 points from the
other Lroup memberswIIIIIIIIIII

9. =y hoH many percent Hill your income from the first staLe be reduced, Hhen you receive a total of 1b points from the other
Lroup memberswIIIIIIIIIII

After the 10th period, subjects received the following sheet:

Oe Hill noH repeat this eNperiment Hith one chanLeI Ys before, the eNperiment consists of ten periods and in each period you have
to maPe a decsion hoH many of the 20 toPens at your disposal you Hant to contribute to the pro_ect (and, implicitly, hoH many you
Peep for yourself)I

The change

The second stage is removed. 9n the folloHinL ten periods there Hill be only the 1st staLe, Hhich is identical to the first staLe beforeI
four income in 0uilders in these second sequence of ten periods Hill be calculated eNactly as beforeI

Yfter the end of these 10 periods, the Hhole eNperiment is definitely finished and you Hill Let:

four income in Luilders from the first set of 10 periods
s four income in Luilders from the second set of 10 periods
o Votal income in 0uilders
s 1b SHiss 'ranPs shoH-up fee


